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In this communication we present our results concerning luminescence
and scintillation properties of mixed cerium-lanthanum trifluoride monocrys-
tals, CexLa1-xF3 . The luminescence, luminescence excitation spectra and
decays are complex, indicating the presence of Ce3+ ions in regular and par-
asitic "perturbed" sites. The efficient energy transfer from regular Ce 3+ ions
(emitting at 286 and 303 nm) to "perturbed" Ce3+ ions (emitting at 340 nm)
and the lack of the fast energy migration between Ce 3+ ions are responsi-
ble for non-exponential decays of the short-wavelength emission and a rela-
tively long rise-time of the long-wavelength emission. The short-wavelength
emission decays are described by the Inokuti—Hirayama model of statisti-
cally distributed donors and acceptors. Our estimates of oscillator strengths,
at 13.1 x 10-3 for Ce3+, and 13.5 x 10 -3 for Ce3+per, confirm that the d—f
transition on the Ce 3  ion in a different site must be responsible for the
long-wavelength emission. Calculations of the Ce—Ce and Ce-Ce energy
transfer rates give 7.7 x 10 5 ś 1 and 1.56 x 10 9 s-1 . The concentration of
"perturbers" in good CeF3 samples has been reduced down to about 0.11%.
It is likely that the constant and significant progress made by crystal growers
(Optovac Inc.) may eventually produce a superior material for applications
in high energy and nuclear physics.

PACS numbers: 78.90.+t, 78.55.-m, 61.80.Ed, 29.40.—n

1. Introduction

Efficient and fast decaying broadband emissions due to the parity allowed d-f
transitions on the rare earth ions have recently attracted attention of scintillation
detectors users [1]. The most spectacular of new applications is undoubtedhy the
proposed CeF 3 calorimeter at CERN (130000 monocrystals, 60 m 3) [2]. The CeF3

scintillator was discovered independently by Anderson [3], and Moses and Derenzo
[4]. Initially there were some hopes that the ultra-fast component (2-5 ns) could be
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used in high-rate applications [5], until it was demonstrated that it was due to the
quenching of the Ce emission [6]. In low quality crystals the large part of the total
emission shows up at longer wavelengths (LWL — long-wavelength luminescence)
while the Ce emission is almost completely quenched with some residual intensity

, left in the ultra-fast component. The spectum of this component corresponds
exactly to the spectum of the Ce3+ ion emission in better quality CeF3 crystals
(SWL — short-wavelength luminescence) [6]. It was suggested that the LWL was
due to Ce3+ ions in "perturbed" sites (Cep ^.) [6]. The long rise time of the LWL
pulse led to conclusion that Cep ions were fed by a nonradiative energy transfer
from regular Ce 3+ ions [6, 7]. This conclusion is supported by more detailed studies
of luminescence excitation spectra which show that except of the characteristic
band at 270 nm, the spectra of Cep ; are identical to those of Ce 3+ [8, 9]. The
presence of perturbed Ce ions is to be avoided, since it invariably produces changes
in intensities, spectra and decay times along the crystal length in larger crystals
required for applications in high energy and nuclear physics.

In this communication we present some results of our studies of Ce 3+ ions in
regular and "perturbed" sites of Ce x La1- x F3 crystals under optical and ionizing
excitations. The experimental setup has been described in details elsewhere [10].
The full account of our work will be published later.

2. Materials and experimental results

LaF3 and CeF3 crystals are characterized by the same space group, Dad.
There is only one La (Ce) site of the C2 symmetry and there are eleven F - ions
at distances between 2.42 and 2.99 Α in its first coordination sphere. The density
of CexLa1-F3 is about 6.16 g/cm 3 and the number density of La 3+(Ce3+) ions is
1.88 x 1022 ions/cm3 . The Cex La1- x F3 refractive index n for composition x and
wavelength λ can be calculated from the equation [9]

From the fit to the data from [9]: Α = -5076 — 738.1x and B = 0.6552 - 0.01648x.
In Fig. 1 we present the room temperature, steady state luminescence spectra

under optical (250 nm) excitation for three crystals of CexLa1-xF3. The spectra
of LaF3: Ce (0.01%) and the and the recently grown CeF3 (24 M) are similar, al-
though the LWL band contribution is higher for CeF3. Curiously, the Ce0.5La0.5F3
crystal shows much higher contribution of the LWL band. The two SWL bands,
peaking at 286 nm and 303 nm, are due to transitions between the lowest state
of the crystal field split d1 -configuration and the spin—orbit split 2 F7/ 2 and 2 F5/2
states of the f1 -configuration of the unperturbed Ce 3+ ion. The LWL band, peak-
ing at about 340 nm, was ascribed to the Ce 3+ ions in perturbed sites [6]. In
Fig. 2 we present selected luminescence and luminescence excitation spectra taken
at 25 K which are free of distortions (see discussion in [8, 10]) and were decom-
posed to find Gaussian lineshapes, shown by dashed lines. In Fig. 3 we present
pulses of the SWL and LWL under ionizing γ and β excitations. As noted before
[11, 6], there is a striking difference between pulses of these two emissions. While
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the SWL pulse is characterized by an instantaneous rise and many component de-
cay with characteristic times increasing with delay from about 2-5 ns (ultra-fast
component) to 20-23 ns, the LWL pulse has a relatively long rise time (10-15 ns)
and, after some delay, assumes a single exponential character with decay time of
the order of 30-35 ns.

3. Discussion

The adequate theory to describe the transfer between Ce 3+ and Ceps ions is
that of Inokuti and Ηirayama [12]. Since the radiative transitions on both Ce 3+ and

Ce3+per ions are electric-dipole allowed, the donor (Ce3+)-acceptor (Ce3+per) transfer
rate Wda = αda/R 6 , where αd a stands for the transfer rate constant and R is the
distance between donor and acceptor [12]. The decay of the Ce3+ emission is given
by

where τr is the radiative lifetime of the donor emission and n a is the concentration
of the acception [12]. Equation (2) can be reduced toy = αx 2 + bx + c, where
y = loge I(t), x = t 1 / 2 , αn = 1/τr , and b = — [4/3π3/2na(WdaR6)1/2] . From the
second-order polynomial fits, shown in Fig. 4, we find τ r for the sample 24M
(23.8 ns) and B (38.1 ns). While 24M designates a recently grown good sample,

the sample B is an older one, showing distortions in SWL (indicative of radiation
trapping) and higher contribution of the LWL. We assume, therefore, that the
radiative lifetime of the Ce3+ emission is 23.8 ns, in agreement with decays. To
find concentrations of Ceps ions we need an estimate of Wda
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where m and e are the electron mass and charge, ω is an average angular frequency
of transitions involved, fd and fa are oscillator strengths of the Ce3+ d- f transition
(emission) and Cep r f-d transition (absorption), R is the distance between donor
and acceptor, and gd (E), ga(E) are normalized lineshape functions of the relevant
transitions [12]. The oscillator strength fd is related to the Einstein coefficient Αtot
of a transition connecting two sets of states i and j

where primed sum indicates summing and thermal averaging over the initial
states, the second sum includes all the final states, ωig and fij are the angular
frequencies and oscillator strengths of transitions connecting two states i and j,
(Εloc/Ε)2 = (n2 + 2) 2 /9 is the local field correction and n is the refractive index
[12]. In our case the luminescence transition connects one Kramers, doublet of
the d 1-configuration (i = 1) with seven Kramers, doublets of the f  1 -configuration.
By converting frequency to wavelength, using the expression for the local field
correction and inserting numerical constants we have

Putting Αtot = 1/τr = 4.2 x 107 s-1 , λ = 295 x 10 -9 m, n = 1.66 we find
fd = 13.1 x 10 -3 . Since the absorption transition on the Cep i ion connects only
two Kramers, doublets we can estimate fa using (6) if we assume that all seven
ground state doublets contribute equally. Taking the Einstein coefficient for the
LWL as Αtot = 1/32 ns = 3.13x 10 7 s-1 , the refractive index at λ = 340x 10 -9 m,
n = 1.64, we calculate fa = 13.5 x 10-3/7 = 1.93 x 10-3. To find overlap integrals
we use Gaussian functions shown in Fig. 3. The overlap integrals are 8.54x 1013 J - 1

and 1.64 x 10 18 J -1 , the angular frequencies and refractive indices at maxima of
overlaps are 6.98 x 10 15 s-1 , 6.75 x 1015 s-1 and 1.670, 1.665 and transfer rates
are 7.7 x 105 s-1 and 1.56 x 10 9 s-1 , for Ce—Ce and Ce -Ceper 4.1 Ǻ apart. It is
important to point out that, in comparison to the radiative transition rate, the
value of the Ce-Ce energy transfer rate is very low. This excludes the possibility
of the fast Ce-Ce energy migration in the CeF3.

Having Ce—Ceper transfer rate we calculate concentrations of perturbed Ce
ions which are 2.2 x 10 20 cm-3 or 1.2% (sample 24M) and 4.6 x 10 20 cm-3 or
2.5% (sample B). The probability P that the Ce site is not perturbed is, therefore,
0.988 for 24M and 0.975 for B. If we assume that perturbers substitute for F -

(e.g. oxygen or fluorine vacancies) and since there are eleven F- ions around each
Ce ion, P = (1 -x) 11 , where x stands for the probability of F— site being occupied
by the perturber. For the sample 24M we find x = 1.1 x 10 -3 (0.11%, 1100 ppm or
6.2x 10 19 perturbers/cm3 ) and for the sample B, x = 2.3x 10 -3 (0.23%, 2300 ppm
or 1.3 x 1020 perturbers/cm3 ).

4. Conclusions

In this communication we have presented initial results of our studies of
CexLa1-xF3 monocrystals. The most important conclusion is that all detrimental
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effects observed in these materials are not due o the high concentration of Ce but
o the presence of perturbed cationic sites. In particular, there is no presence of
perturbed cationic sites fast energy migration between regular Ce ions. The red
shift of the Ceper absorption band is responsible for much higher overlaps and
very fast Ce-Ceper energy transfer which is responsible for the generation of the
ultra-fast component in Ce-emission decays. Also radiation trapping observed in
some samples is due to the reabsorption of the Ce-emission by  Ceper . We have
shown that concentrations of perturbed sites have been significantly reduced in
the CeF3 crystals grown recently by Optovac Inc. Our estimates of concentrations
of perturbers exclude inadvertent impurities like eationic impurities or oxygen
and point to fluorine vacancies. Further improvements in the quality of the CeF3

crystals may require more strict control of the material stoichiometry.
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